
Q4-2022 Quarterly Report. Full Measure with Sharyl Attkisson 
 
Full Measure is a broadcast focusing on investigative, original and accountability 
reporting unique in today’s media.The host is Sharyl Attkisson. The show format will 
include a major investigative piece each week on topics ranging from immigration 
issues at home and abroad, government waste, national security concerns and 
vulnerabilities, whistleblower reports on government abuse and misdeeds. Full Measure 
is produced by and airs nationally on stations of the Sinclair Broadcast Group. The 
program also streams live on all Sinclair websites Sundays at 9:30 a.m. ET. 
 

Full Measure Episode List from October2– December25, 2022 

 
 

Program/episode Date Air
Tim
e 

Duration Description 

FMS8E0410022022 Oct02,2022  22:55 
Maine takes an unusual stand in 
light of concerns over food 
supplies and costs. Students and 
taxpayers weigh in on the 
administration’s plan to forgive 
college debt. And a member of 
former President Trump’s cabinet 
offers a midterm forecast. 

 

FMS8E0510092022 Oct09,2022  22:55 
The race against China for an 
essential mineral. Europe 
manages its largest citizen 
displacement since World War II. 
And a look at using artificial 
intelligence for more precise 
election polling.  

 



Program/episode Date Air
Tim
e 

Duration Description 

FMS8E0610162022 Oct16,2022  22:55 
Europe reconsiders their Green 
initiative as an energy crisis 
looms. Farm inflation could lead 
to years of elevated consumer 
costs. And a look at America’s 
roller-coaster housing market. 

FMS8E710232022 Oct23,2022  22:55 
An FBI whistleblower claims the 
nation’s top law enforcement 
agency is broken and biased. 
Questions about who’s making 
sure autopilot and other driving 
technologies are safe. And a look 
at measuring human happiness. 

 

FMS8E810302022 Oct30,2022  22:55 
America’s first Somali-born 
mayor could make history again 
in Maine’s legislature. Fighting 
back against foreign hackers. 
And a look at increasing 
protections for government 
whistleblowers.  

FMS8E911062022 Nov6,2022  22:55 
 Questions about public health 
credibility, and calls for an 
overhaul. The economy remains 
top-of-mind as voters head to the 
polls. And a look at Americans 
choosing where to live based on 
their neighbors’ politics. 

 



Program/episode Date Air
Tim
e 

Duration Description 

FMS8E1011132022 Nov13,2022  22:55 
 How Germany is working to 
prevent a future computer chip 
shortage. Taiwan awaits U.S. 
weapons deliveries. And 
remembering the dramatic fall of 
the Berlin Wall. 

 

FMS8E1111202022 Nov20,2022  22:55 
Investigations into fraud during 
the Covid pandemic. A Chinese 
dissident’s warning about 
Taiwan. And an unusual coalition 
and lawsuit addresses 
Baltimore’s failing schools. 

FMS8E1211272022 Nov27,2022  22:55 
Europe reconsiders their Green 
initiative as an energy crisis 
looms. Farm inflation could lead 
to years of elevated consumer 
costs. And a look at America’s 
roller-coaster housing market. 

FMS8E1312042022 Dec04,2022  22:55 
 Safety concerns about one of 
America’s most-prescribed 
drugs. Controversy over Bitcoin 
mining. Questions about IRS 
auditing practices. And America’s 
plans to return to the moon… 
and beyond. 

  

FMS8E1412112022 Dec11,2022  22:55 
 The fallout from Britain’s 
separation from the European 



Program/episode Date Air
Tim
e 

Duration Description 

Union, years after the Brexit 
vote. Fighting wildfires with new 
technology. And the rebuilding of 
Dresden, Germany after WW2. 

 

FMS8E1512182022 Dec18,2022  22:55 
 A look at the middlemen who 
influence drug costs. Parts of 
America face a cold winter amid 
energy concerns. And the Amish 
and old school auctions. 

FMS8E1612252022 Dec25,2022  22:55 
The view from inside NATO 
Allied Air Command amid war in 
Ukraine. The threat of energy 
blackouts. And concerns about 
China’s growth of digital 
currency.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


